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Satonaka Ayumi - 里中歩美

Satonaka Ayumi is a player character played by Tray Tor. She was originally created by Magicmage but
was adopted after 3 years of not being used.

Satonaka Ayumi

Species: Nekovalkyrja
Gender: Female

Age: 3 Years
Height: 150cm (4'9“)
Weight: 43kg (97lbs)

Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
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Satonaka Ayumi

Occupation:

 08 Medical

Rank:

 Nitô Hei

Current Placement:

Orders: Orders

Physical Characteristics

Height: 150cm (4'9”)
Mass: 43kg (97lbs)
Measurements: 30B-27W-35H

Build and Skin Color: Ayumi has a slight build. Her narrow shoulders and wider hips make her a slight
pear shape. Besides her shape she's also thin, she has angular shapes to her bone structure, making her
elbows slightly knobby and her shoulders curved up rather than down.

Despite her height most of her body is long or thin. She has a thin neck, and long feminine hands and
fingers. Her arms and legs are also long and thin. The roundest part of her body is her hips.

She has soft light grey skin, with a dusting of dark grey freckles here and there over her body.

Eyes and Facial Features: Ayumi has wide almond shaped eyes of a dark violet colour. Her eyelashes
are thick, but not long, and slightly curved at the ends. She has a permanent dark purple eye shadow
dusted lightly over her eyes.

She has an angular face, her chin is rather pointed though not long. Even though her cheeks are round,
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her cheek bones protrude slightly under her eyes. Her jaw is sharp, but modest. She has a long forehead,
but because it's always covered by bangs no one notices.

Ayumi's face is small, and tied together by her small nose. Her nose is thin and short, with a bridge that
curves just under her eyes. It is rather short and thin. The tip of her nose is also short, but it's round as
well.

Her nose is nestled just atop a set of small, yet pouty lips. Her top lip has definite shape to it, having two
curves that meet in the middle. Her bottom is plump and round. Her mouth is thin.

Ears: This Neko's ears are cat shaped and covered with thick black fur. They're large, covering from her
brows to her lips on the side of her head, and long, reaching out a good 7.6cm (3 inches) from her head.

Hair Color and Style: Ayumi has sleek, straight, black hair. Her hair is cut in a bob around her head, the
length reaching to her shoulders. He bangs are cut straight across her forehead, brushing the tops of her
brows and hiding the majority of her forehead beneath them. The hair around her face is cut to the same
length as the rest of her hair, so it doesn't stand out in any particular way.

She has rather thick hair as well, meaning she needs to brush her hair often to keep it untangled. When it
gets tangled it gets frizzy, causing it to stand on end and look very messy.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Ayumi is quiet, and proper. She minds her manners, almost to a fault, and keeps most
everything to herself. She doesn't speak unless she knows it is required of her in the situation. She keeps
personal problems personal, and rarely even encounters issues because she is generally of a good mood.

Her personality has been described as “robotic”. The strongest emotion she shows is the slightest smile,
usually out of embarrassment rather than happiness. She completes tasks quickly and accurately. She
rarely shows any like or dislike towards people, remaining neutral in most opinions of others. Her silence
makes it easier for her to read people's emotions and how they are reacting to situations

Despite her emotional distance she has an inborn need to take care of people, she wants people to be
healthy and happy. She is an enthusiastic healer, taking great care when people are in her charge.

Ayumi seems to have a slight fear, or at least she is overly cautious, around new situations.

Likes: slow music, strawberries, “happy colours”, rain,
Dislikes: rudeness, brocolli, loud personalities, mining colonies
Goals: To become a medical doctor and to save the lives of her crewmates.

History
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Family (or Creators)

Ketsurui Zaibatsu

Pre-RP

After a very short awakening Ayumi was quickly sent off for her formal training as well as socialisation
with other Neko.

Initially the idea of socialisation was rather daunting, she didn't like the idea of being around people for
long amounts of time. She was introduced to a rather loud and excitable Neko named Tsuki who, despite
Ayumi's constant efforts to find someone else to spend time with, followed Ayumi around rather
effectively for her entire training regiment. Even though Tsuki was never rude to Ayumi, Ayumi figures
the hounding which she was put through was close enough, to be sure.

Ayumi came into her love for her medical training very quickly, finding that the calculations and care
involved gave her a fulfilled feeling which very little else did. This, of course, was caused by her
programming. She took to her training seamlessly, enjoying every minute of it aside from her
socialisation.

Her dislike for socialisation made it so she never really met anyone of consequence, other than the
persistent Tsuki. At first her overseers were concerned that her antisocial behaviour would affect her job
assignment poorly, but as she excelled in her work this was proven incorrect.

She passed her training without much consequence and moved on to wait for her new job aboard a
starship.

Pre adoption RP

YE 35: Assigned to Eucharis as a Medical Officer.

Encountered an uncharted planet, the Dream World.

Went on vacation with the Eucharis, had leave until new year of YE 36.

YE 36: Transferred from the Eucharis to UX-16 mining colony.

RP

YE 39: Transferred from UX-16 mining colony to YSS Aeon.
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Skills

Communications

Because Ayumi is a Nekovalkyrja she is able to communicate wirelessly with other Nekos. She is also
fluent in Nepleslian and Yamataian, not only an eloquent speaker but also a clear and concise writer.

While she prefers to communicate with people face to face she has been properly trained to accept
orders and communicate through radio to members of her crew in order to keep them and herself safe on
the battlefield.

Fighting

Though she detests it, Ayumi is trained in hand to hand a armed combat. She is capable of defending
herself, though not capable of fighting more than one person at a time without hurting herself.

Her weapon of choice is a knife, though she can also use pistols.

Technology Operation

Whether or not it is because she herself is essentially a computer, Ayumi seems to have a gift with
operating all sorts of technology be it Star Army computers or other computers she comes into contact
with.

Mathematics

Ayumi is very good at math and various calculations. She is generally capable of completing these
calculations in her mind rather than needing to write them out or use a calculator.

Medical

Ayumi has basic medical training already loaded into her OS. She is capable of dressing wounds, radioing
for help, evaluating any casualties on the battle field, and creating a splint out of materials she can find
around her.

Ayumi became an accomplished medic during her stay with a Yamatai mining colony and is adept at
treating a myriad of wounds, diseases, and ailments known to be inflicted upon many of the races that
are living under the Yamatai Star Empire.

She is very enthusiastic when it comes to her medical training and takes it equally as seriously.
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Inventory

Satonaka Ayumi has the following items:

Ke-M2-2D "Mindy II" Power Armor or another armor designated by ship captain
Ke-M4-W2901 Light Armor Service Rifle (Tier 5 Medium Anti-Armor) with Ke-M4-W2902 LASR-
SLAG
Star Army Butt Pack, Type 29 containing:

Type 31A Survival Kit
Star Army Duffel Bag, containing:

Toiletry Kit
Environmental Suit
2 Working Uniforms. Includes boots and gloves.
2 Duty Uniform
1 Star Army Cap, Type 32
1 Star Army Coat, Type 32
1 Ceremonial Sash
2 Exercise Uniform (can also used as sleepwear)
Undergarments

Star Army Utility Belt, Type 32, light-blue gray
Communicator, Type 29
Flashlight, Floating, Type 32
Nekovalkyrja Service Pistol, Type 33 with 2 BR-28E Battery Magazines (1 in the pistol and 1
extra)
Star Army Science Scanner, Type 31

Finances

Satonaka Ayumi is currently a Santo Hei in the Star Army of Yamatai.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds
2000 KS 1000 KS Buying of civilian clothing
Character Data
Character Name Satonaka Ayumi
Character Owner Tray Tor
Character Status Adoptable Player Character
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Nitô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Medical
SAOY Assignment YSS Aeon II
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Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Entry Year YE 35
DOR Year YE 39
Orders Orders
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